Many picture books for young readers about the devastating impact of human activity on nature and the climate will educate, inspire, and may also raise anxiety. Children and their parents are witnessing the reciprocally devastating impact of nature---including bushfires, rising seas, and previously unknown disease---upon a stricken human population. A number of books demonstrate this reciprocity especially well, with the best also offering hope, empowerment, and the real possibility of repairing our relationship with the planet. Although the dangers and anxieties regarding our overburdened Earth have never been more apparent, the following books remain timeless in their messages, and are more important than ever.

*The Lorax* (first published in 1971) by Dr Seuss is a long-time favourite for generations of readers. The Once-ler, high in his rickety tower, tells his tale to a small boy who has ventured to the edge of his desolate town. "Way back in the days when the grass was still green", whispers the Once-ler, "and the ponds were still wet and the clouds were still clean..." He describes a beautiful, thriving land. But he also sees opportunity, sets up shop, and starts chopping down the silky Truffula Trees. He knits and sells Thneeds, a "Fine-Something-That-All-People-Need". The Lorax pops out of the first tree that\'s chopped: "I speak for the trees", he says, "for the trees have no tongues". The greedy Once-ler ignores the Lorax\'s pleas to stop chopping, instead building larger factories. The Lorax has to send away the animals, the birds, and the fish. He points out the pollution pouring into the water.

Finally, when the last tree falls, the Lorax leaves too. The Once-ler\'s business stops, and everything falls to ruin. "Unless", the Once-ler says, "someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better. It\'s not." He gives the boy a seed---the last seed of the Truffula Trees, and implores the boy to grow it, to protect it, and to grow a whole forest. The greedy older generation has learned its lesson, and passes the message of conservation to the child. But it is clear that the burden of fixing the Once-ler\'s damage falls to the boy.
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*The Last Tree* (2020) by Emily Haworth-Booth, and *Greta and the Giants* (2019) by Zoë Tucker, share very similar messages to *The Lorax. The Last Tree* is a wonderfully direct moral tale about how taking wood from a forest creates the need to take more wood, as it strips away the forest\'s ability to block wind, rain, and cold. As people build houses for shelter, burn fires for warmth, and build a wall to block the wind, they cut themselves off more and more from nature, becoming less happy, and less trusting of one another. The lesson is also inter-generational, as greedy parents demand that their children go chop down the last tree, and each child realises they mustn\'t do it. Seeing the last tree still standing, the parents realise how much they\'ve lost, and how unkind they\'ve become. Together, parents and children plant seeds. "As the children grew, a new forest grew with them." Peace and balance are restored.

*Greta and the Giants* mythologises Greta Thunberg into a character who "lives at the heart of a beautiful forest" and who is called by the animals of the forest to help. "The Giants" represent adults, chopping down trees to build more, and bigger, homes. "The houses grew into towns and the towns grew into cities... But the greedy Giants had forgotten how wonderful the forest was." So Greta decides to protest. She stands in the forest and holds a sign: "Stop!" No one notices at first, but then a boy joins her with a sign: "Listen". Their protest grows as they are joined by hundreds of others, until, finally, "the Giants were stopped in their tracks!" The Giants, feeling sad and ashamed, change their greedy ways, and the forest, the children, and the Giants, all flourish. The contrast of *Greta and the Giants* and *The Last Tree* with *The Lorax* is certainly that the more recent books allow redemption for the older generations, while the Once-ler is doomed to stay forever hidden, presumably ashamed and broken, in his tower. And, while *The Lorax* makes readers feel that the boy will be on his own in regenerating the trees and the earth, *The Last Tree* and *Greta and the Giants* both emphasise the community spirit necessary in making a difference, with efforts for planting and reducing consumption being made across all generations.

*The Fate of Fausto* (2019) by Oliver Jeffers, and *A Stone Sat Still* (2019) by Brendan Wenzel, are both beautifully illustrated hardcover books. Although, like adults in the books mentioned above, Fausto is very greedy, both books take a rather different approach, emphasising the indifference and resilience of nature rather than its rampant destruction. *The Fate of Fausto* may remind readers of certain politicians, and the prescient message is clear: the ego is no match for nature. Fausto marches around shouting at things and declaring that he owns them. Everything, even a mountain, bows before him---that is, until Fausto declares that he owns the sea. Readers can imagine what happens.

After Fausto meets his fate, "the lake and the forest, the field and the tree, the sheep and the flower carried on as before". The tale is told matter-of-factly, only showing how awful and spoilt Fausto is through his own actions, as he marches around throwing tantrums. It shows that he has no power---certainly no lasting power---at all. *A Stone Sat Still* teaches the healthy continuation of nature through brilliant images, rhythm, and rhyme. The stone is different things to different animals: rough to a snail, smooth to a porcupine, a pebble to a moose, a hill to a beetle. "And it sat where it sat / with the water, grass, and dirt / and it was as it was / where it was in the world." The stone is all things to all creatures, changing colour, texture, and smell, throughout time: "And the stone was a marker / and a map / and a maze / a danger / a haven / a story / a stage". Eventually, "the stone was an island / and the stone was a wave", as it disappears under water, with the change of ages, and rising seas. Both *The Fate of Fausto* and *A Stone Sat Still* take readers out of the human narrative, showing that nature will not be impressed by wealth or cowed by greed, but will carry on as before, without human intervention.

*World in Danger* (2019), by 8-year-old Frankie Morland, is based on a song he wrote on his ukulele. The chorus is a clear message from children everywhere: "Let\'s all enjoy the world today / climb the trees and breathe the air / Let\'s all enjoy the world / because tomorrow could be a very different day". The song lyrics are contrasted with statistics about global warming and the extinction rates of Frankie\'s favourite animals. While the book is meant to inspire, it is also heart-breaking to hear young Frankie\'s fatalism, and to witness his dire prediction unfolding. An 8-year-old child may be better at balancing urgent pragmatism with optimism than many adults. Frankie\'s lyrics, while sobering, are also the embodiment of mindfulness, to "enjoy the world today / climb the trees\..." Enjoying the outdoors is the heart of his message, but the book also includes a few simple suggestions: how to recycle a T-shirt into a bag, and how to make a bee hotel. The pragmatism here is that Frankie\'s book may help young children to understand the seriousness of the environmental outlook, while also feeling empowered to do something about it---rather than being so overwhelmed that they feel helpless. Frankie can be considered an example of the importance of [children\'s voices](https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)30364-0/fulltext){#interrefs10} in global debates on issues such as health and climate change. *World in Danger* embodies the anxiety children may reasonably experience in the face of so many environmental challenges.

The messages in these books vary by degrees: some show the indifference of nature to human ambition; some relate the loss of the natural world to human destruction. The picture books about trees and forests illustrate nature\'s remarkable ability to recover when uninhibited, or when encouraged and protected. These books also illustrate the greed and destruction of older generations at the expense of younger generations. They teach the responsibility of all people, young and old, to protect---and plant---forests and wild places.

Nature does need our help, and the most powerful way is through allowing it to thrive without people. This requires removing a lot of human influence, like greenhouse gas emissions---often stated as a complex difficulty, but shown to be capped abruptly in a crisis like the COVID-19 pandemic. Then, perhaps, we will see more picture books about the wonders of the natural world, and fewer like *A Planet Full of Plastic* (2019) by Neal Layton: an educational and unflinching book, teaching why plastic does not biodegrade, and how it ends up in the oceans, killing sea life. *A Planet Full of Plastic* emphasises the "reduce, reuse, recycle" method, but also admits that "some scientists think there will soon be more plastic than fish in the sea".

Rather than these factual but anxiety-inducing books, we might have more optimistic stories for our youngest readers, like Kate Pankhurst\'s *Fantastically Great Women who Saved the Planet* (2020), about pioneering conservationists. It includes women from across the world---from perhaps the more familiar Jane Goodall, whose research on chimpanzees took steps to protect the natural world long before it was a popular concept, to Nobel Peace Prize winner Wangari Maathai, founder of the Green Belt Movement, which continues to empower women in Kenya to plant trees and regenerate the rural communities in which they live. Isatou Ceesay, working in The Gambia teaching women how to recycle plastic into creative, saleable objects such as bags and toys, is also in the book. In an interview with Climate Heroes, Ceesay said: "If we prepare children to become better leaders, and women to play an important part alongside men, then we will be able to mitigate climate change, while living and working in better conditions, and contributing to the development of our society. Everything is linked together. If we understand that, then we are on the right path."

Speaking on Earth Day (April 26, 2020) of the coronavirus and the environmental crisis together, Greta Thunberg said: "In a crisis you put your differences aside, and you act \... During \[a\] crisis like this, it\'s even more important that we listen to scientists---science---and to the experts". With activists like Thunberg, and inspiring reading like the books discussed above, we can plant the seeds to help younger generations grow in healthy, hope-filled directions.
